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The new Xelu Q bathroom furniture from hansgrohe fits every bathroom. With its depth of range, variety of surfaces and smart accessories, Xelu Q 

ensures chic design, as well as sufficient space and order, both in the family and guest bathrooms. 

When the whole family gathers around the washbasin in the bathroom  good when the washbasin and the 

matching bathroom furniture can offer sufficient storage space.  

The Xelu Q bathroom furniture range from hansgrohe ensures space and order with its depth, variety of surfaces 

and many smart accessories. With easy-care materials and gentle geometric shapes, the range can also 

withstand turbulent everyday family life. 

 

 

  



 

 

Suitable For Every Bathroom and Every Taste 

Slim design, a Soft Cube design language, and combination options with hansgrohe  Xelu Q and Xuniva 

washbasins, make Xelu Q furniture an all-rounder and space-saver for every bathroom.  

With different widths from 340mm to1560mm, Xelu Q furniture creates order - whether in the guest bathroom, 

in a small space, or in the family bathroom with a double washbasin that offers space for two people at the 

same time during the morning rush hour. 

The combination and planning options for washbasins and furniture is also rich in variety. There is a matching 

furniture solution for Xelu Q washbasins and selected countertops from the Xuniva ceramic collection. Xelu Q 

washbasins with Soft Cube shape fit exactly into the rounded outer lines of the Xelu Q furniture program. Xuniva 

countertop washbasins are available in a variety of shapes, offering even more choices for the individual design 

of the washing area.  

The furniture surfaces of the Xelu Q program blend elegantly into the bathroom or provides a skilful contrast. 

The diamond grey matt colour variation is particularly recommended for everyday family use. It is dirt-resistant 

thanks to an additional anti-fingerprint coating. All furniture surfaces are suitable for use in damp rooms and are 

available in thermoform. There is also a choice of high-gloss white and decorative fronts in natural oak and 

dark walnut.  

Additional accents are set by the metal handles, which are available in chrome, matt black or matt white. Thanks 

to the shadow gap with a metal cover on the side, towel rails or additional shelves can be easily attached. The 

shelves, towel holders, as well as the feet, which can be mounted on some cabinet variations, are available in 

the same three finishes as the handles. 

Matching hansgrohe basin mixers simplify planning and guarantee smooth interaction at the vanity. Those who 

need even more storage space in the bathroom can complement the washbasin solution with matching tall or 

half-tall cabinets. 

Gentle Comfort, Seamlessly Organised Storage Space, Easy Cleaning 

The doors and drawers of the Xelu Q furniture program close gently and silently thanks to the Soft Close 

mechanism.  



 

 

A plus in terms of storage space are the upper drawers. Thanks to the space-saving siphon included in the scope 

of delivery, no annoying cut-out for the siphon is necessary. This means that these drawers can be used 

throughout.  

Practical IntraStoris interior dividers in matt black, which are included with the vanity units as basic sets, are 

made of high-quality plastic providing organisation for cosmetics and bathroom products. In addition, the 

optional solid wood sets of hansgrohe IntraStoris in natural oak, offer even more order in the drawers.   

Individual and Sustainable 

The new furniture range not only impresses with its design, but also in terms of sustainability. The DGM, 

(Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V.), has awarded the Xelu Q bathroom furniture range the "Golden M", 

the "Climate Pact of the Furniture Industry" label (CO2 footprint), the "Furniture Made in Germany" seal and 

the "Emissions Label for Furniture". 

 The wood components used are from sustainable forestry, and thanks to plastic-free packaging of the furniture, 

unnecessary plastic waste is also avoided after transport. 

 



 

 

Image Overview 
Xelu Q| Furniture 
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Xelu Q bathroom furniture fits every bathroom. With its depth of range, variety of surfaces and smart accessories, Xelu Q 
ensures a feel-good atmosphere, as well as sufficient space and order in bathrooms. 
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Xelu Q with its slim design and rounded shapes is an all-rounder and space-saver for every bathroom. Planning with two 
washbasins offers space for two people at the same time during the morning rush hour and creates enough storage space 
for all cosmetics and bathroom utensils. 
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Practical accessories complete the comfort around the washbasin. Thanks to the shadow gap with side metal cover, towel 
rails or additional shelves can be attached easily. 
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The combination and planning options for the washbasins are manifold. For washbasin solutions with vanity unit and 
console, the Xuniva washbasin range offers four different shapes. So, there is a suitable shape for every taste and every 
bathroom design. 
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Elegant and harmonious: Taps, washbasin and 
furniture design from a single mould. 

 The practical IntraStoris interior dividers provide organisational 
assistance when storing all cosmetic utensils. Further IntraStoris 
wooden sets are available as optional accessories. In addition, 
towel holders and practical shelves can be mounted on the side of 
the vanity unit for even more order. 
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Small but nice: the Xelu Q furniture range from hansgrohe stands for chic design and practical storage space - even in the 
guest bathroom. 

 

Copyright: We must draw your attention to the fact that we have only limited usage rights for the images provided; extended image rights, however, 
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hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water. 

hansgrohe stands for innovative solutions for kitchens and bathrooms that combine 

intelligent functionality, outstanding design, and enduring quality. With its many award-

winning products, the brand steeped in tradition, shapes the flow of water in the 

kitchen and the bathroom. Together with long-time design partners PHOENIX Design, 

Smart Living applications are also part of the brand’s portfolio, focusing on enriching 

people’s everyday lives and offering them more functionality and safety in their homes. 

Within the internationally active Hansgrohe Group, the premium brand hansgrohe 

manufactures, markets, and distributes showers, shower systems, bathroom and kitchen 

faucets, and kitchen sinks.  

 

Find out more about the hansgrohe brand at: 

https://www.hansgrohe.co.uk  

 

Social: 

https://www.instagram.com/hansgrohe_uk/  

https://twitter.com/hansgroheUK  

youtube.com/c/hansgrohe  

linkedin.com/showcase/hansgrohe-brand 

 

Issued on behalf of Hansgrohe Group by McCann Central, Communications House, 

Highlands Road, Shirley, West Midlands, B90 4WE. For further information, please contact 

Laura Westcott, Louise Fisher, Tara Gibbs, or Simran Mall by emailing 

hansgrohepr@mccann.com.  
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